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As a doctor, it has long been clear to me  
that it is the smallest things can make the  
biggest difference.
Perhaps that is cutting out a chocolate bar with 
lunch, getting that extra half an hour of sleep at 
night, or simply drinking an extra glass of water 
every day. Tiny changes can add up to have a 
substantial impact on our health.
The incentives that we can offer to encourage 
people to make those changes are a key part  
of that.
In political circles, this is known as  
“nudge theory”.
It’s why I’m grateful to The Go-Ahead Group and 
6YR*VMIRHP]JSVEWWIQFPMRKXLMWćVWXSJMXWOMRH
research, bringing together this kind of cutting-
edge “nudge” thinking to the world of public 
XVERWTSVXERHEXXIQTXMRKXSMRĈYIRGILS[ 
people travel.
Because a small amount of exercise in the 
mornings can have huge personal and health 
FIRIćXW[LIXLIVXLEXQIERW[EPOMRKXSXLI 
RI\XFYWWXSTSVG]GPMRKXS]SYVSJćGI
Studies have shown that walking briskly for 
as little as 10 minutes can increase mental 
alertness, energy and positive mood, and reduce 
your risk of heart attack. People who participate 
in daily physical activity also have approximately 
a 20% – 30% lower risk of depression and 
dementia, and regular brisk walking can cut  
your risk of cancer by as much as 15%.
Just 10 minutes. A small change, and a 
big difference.
This report, written in association with  
an academic researcher and active travel 
innovators, RunFriendly, includes a treasure 
trove of information about how we can all make  
ourselves a little bit healthier and happier. 
Not least, the results of a unique survey exploring 
how different types of commuters face different 
QSXMZEXMSRWERHFEVVMIVWXSXVEZIPPMRKXLIćVWX
and last mile of their journey in a more active way.
However, the way we communicate this 
information is more important than ever, 
because having the information is one thing, but 
encouraging action is another. So I commend 
+S%LIEHJSVXLIMVGSQQYXIVTVSćPIW[LMGL
highlight the different archetypes when it comes 
to our transport.
And I can see myself in one of them. It turns out 
that I’m a sporty walker commuter.
I’ve already made the change I need without 
realising it. For instance, I’m not remotely 
embarrassed to be seen in trainers, swapping 
XSSJćGIWLSIW[LIR-EVVMZIEX[SVO%GLSMGI
I made for comfort turns out to be great for my 
health too. I don’t travel from the closest tube to 
my house: instead, I walk an extra stop, which 
allows me to get on at the end of the line and 
start work on my laptop because I can always 
get a seat. And at the other end, I walk from the 
closest stop on my direct line. With 1–1 ½ miles 
each end of my tube journey, I rack up a gratifying 
5 miles a day even when I don’t do any ‘formal’ 
exercise at all.
I have always believed that it is crucial that 
we are able to take control of our own health, 
maintain our well-being, and build regular 
exercise into our modern lives that just don’t stop. 
This pioneering study helps with that. 
But, when all is said and done, the most striking 
part of this report is just how simple it is to make 
a change.
8LMWMWRÞXWSQIHMJćGYPXI\IVGMWIVIKMQIXLEX[MPP
take all of the free time out of your day.
For most of us, leaving the car and walking the 
10 minutes to the bus stop or train station could 
mean walking 5 extra miles every week. That’s 
a truly enormous change, and not just to our 
physical state.
8LIVIEVIPSXWSJ[E]WXSćXMRI\IVGMWIMREFYW]
HEMP]VIKMQILIVIEVIQ]XSTćZIXMTWæ
1. Take a leaf out of my book and get off the bus or 
tube one stop earlier. If you’re not used to regular 
exercise, start off getting out earlier just on the 
way home, so you can have a shower if you get a 
bit sweaty by the end.
2. If you wear formal shoes at work, keep a pair 
or two in your locker at work and invest in well 
padded trainers for maximum comfort while 
you’re walking.
3. Try to build up your walking speed until you’re 
feeling a bit out of breath and your heart is 
beating a bit faster. Ambling along is better than 
RSXLMRKFYXJSVQE\MQYQLIEVXFIRIćXW]SY
need brisk walking.
8V]ERHćRHEFYHH][LSWLEVIWXLIWEQI
route. That way, you’ll be less tempted to give up 
and stay on for an extra stop if the weather is a 
bit miserable.
5. Write yourself a list of all the reasons you’d 
PMOIXSKIXćXXIVÛ[LIXLIVMXÞWFIMRKEFPIXS
play with the kids without getting out of puff or 
avoiding a heart attack – and bring it out if you’re 
tempted to take the easy option.
Too often, we’re sucked in by exercise or diet 
regimes that make us feel guilty, rather than 
empowered. As if we’re somehow failing in our 
lives as they are. 
Maybe we’re not eating enough healthy food, or 
[IÞVIXSSFYW]XSćRHXLIXMQIXSKSXSEK]Q
The reality is that grasping the nettle is hard, 
and it requires commitment. But there is also a 
tremendous opportunity out there for us all to 
take on these kinds of small challenges.
Leave the car and travel from the train station on 
foot. Use a bike hire scheme, rather than a taxi. 
Do the little things and take control.
Because it isn’t just about working harder, it’s 
about exercising smarter. The most sustainable 
OMRHSJI\IVGMWIMWXLIOMRHXLEXćXWMRXS]SYVHEMP]
routine. And Go-Ahead’s research shows that 
active travel is part of the solution for  
many people. 
It’s a fabulous prospect for us all, and I’m grateful 
to Go-Ahead for using this important report to 
highlight it.
Dr Sarah Jarvis
Dr Sarah Jarvis, MBE, FRCGP
Dr Jarvis is a general practitioner working in 
London, and she also works in the mass media 
XSTVSQSXILIEPXL7LI[EWIHYGEXIHEX1MPPćIPH
ERHUYEPMćIHEWE1IHMGEP(SGXSVMR.YP]
from University of Oxford.
She is also the Health and Medical Reporter for 
The One Show, a regular guest on The Jeremy 
Vine Show, and Clinical Consultant for health 
website Patient UK.
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5
We have an opportunity to transform the lives of individuals and their 
communities by incorporating more walking, cycling or running into the 
daily commute.
8LMWVITSVXJSGYWIWSRXLIFIRIćXWXLEXQMKLXFIWIGYVIHMJTISTPI
switched from car travel to public transport and used more active travel 
modes for the journey to and from the railway station or bus stop.
-XI\TPSVIWLS[EGXMZISVMREGXMZI[IEVIHYVMRKXLMWćVWXERHPEWXQMPISJ
our commute and other everyday journeys.
It also uniquely considers running, alongside the very welcome 
JSGYWSR[EPOMRKERHG]GPMRKEWEKVS[MRKZMEFPIERHPEVKIP]EGGIWWMFPI
QSHISJEGXMZIXVEZIPMRTEVXMGYPEVJSVXLMWćVWXERHPEWXQMPI[MXLMRMXW
research scope.
6The Go-Ahead Group PLC
8LITSXIRXMEPFIRIćXWSJQSVIEGXMZI 
XVEZIPHYVMRKXLIćVWX
PEWXQMPIWMRGPYHI
 Increased physical activity, which can reduce 
the risk of at least twenty chronic health 
conditions including heart disease, cancer 
and diabetes.
 Improved wellbeing and mental health, with 
studies showing that people who participate 
in daily physical activity are happier than their 
inactive counterparts and have approximately 
a 20-30% lower risk of depression or 
dementia.
 Reductions in air pollution, noise and road 
XVEJćGEGGMHIRXWF]I\GIWWMZIGEVXVEJćGMR
congested areas around railway stations or 
bus routes.
 Less disruption to neighbourhoods around 
railway stations or bus routes that is caused 
F]I\GIWWMZIGEVXVEJćGWYTTSVXMRKEKVIEXIV
sense of place, community cohesion and 
positive interactions for people living in 
those areas.
 Cost savings, to the health service arising from 
reductions in ill health, and to commuters, 
because active modes are cheaper than  
car travel.
Policy makers have a series of options for 
TVSQSXMRKQSVIEGXMZIćVWX
PEWXQMPIW 
however evidence on their effectiveness and cost-
IJJIGXMZIRIWWMWGYVVIRXP]PMQMXIH8LIWIMRGPYHI
 Changes to the choice architecture, including 
providing car commuters with information 
about how to access public transport using 
more active modes, through a dedicated 
smartphone app for example.
 2SRćRERGMEPMRGIRXMZIWMRGPYHMRKXLI
provision of dedicated cycling infrastructure 
to access rail stations or bus routes. One 
of a number of assets that can be further 
enhanced is the National Cycle Network, a 
WMKRIHRIX[SVOSJSZIVQMPIWWTERRMRK
the UK, which is used by walkers and people 
cycling, as well as joggers, wheelchair users 
and even horse riders.[1]
 Financial incentives, including discounts for 
relevant equipment, e.g. purchase of a bicycle 
or running gear, or rewards for walking, 
cycling or running.
 More interventionist policies, including 
banning cars and vans in certain areas.
Wi-Fi and smartphone technology have in recent 
years transformed the onboard public transport 
experience into a more productive time. Similarly, 
better opportunities for more walking, cycling 
SVVYRRMRKEWTEVXSJXLIćVWX
PEWXQMPIWGSYPH
enhance the commute experience for existing 
public transport users, as well as improve the 
attraction of public transport for people who 
currently commute by car.
Research suggests that large increases in walking, 
cycling or running as part of daily commuting has 
XLITSXIRXMEPXSQEOIEWMKRMćGERXMQTEGXSRXLI
nation’s wellbeing, in terms of both momentary 
happiness and long-term health and wellbeing.
Increases in active travel, in combination with 
increased public transport use, would, we hope, 
be supported by local and national Government 
agencies across the transport, health and 
environmental sectors. But it will also require 
strong leadership and a substantial, coordinated 
and concerted effort to deliver real change at 
scale.
Marathon world record holder Paula Radcliffe, who 
recently joined UN Environment as an Advocate for 
Clean Air, and an asthma sufferer since a teenager, 
observes About half a billion people around the 
[SVPHVYRVIKYPEVP]ERHXLMWćKYVIMWKVS[MRK
[This]...growth in running and the general push 
to get our society and our children to do more 
exercise and we have the perfect storm brewing.
The report uses three methods 
XSI\EQMRIXLIWIÝćVWX
PEWXQMPIWÞ
Survey 
%FIWTSOIWYVZI]SJERYRTVIGIHIRXIHGSQQYXIVWVIGVYMXIHTVMRGMTEPP]EX%WLJSVH
-RXIVREXMSREPERH+VEZIWIRHWXEXMSRWMR.YP]ERH%YKYWXMRGPYHMRKTISTPI[LS
regularly walked, cycled, ran or drove to and from the railway station.
Interviews 
In depth follow-up interviews 
by telephone or face-to-face on 
platforms and station concourses 
with 53 commuters  over a three day 
TIVMSHMR%YKYWX
Evidence review 
A comprehensive review of existing evidence, 
including work published in academic journals 
as well as grey literature including reports by 
government departments and agencies, non-
governmental organisations and the third sector.
8For most people, the easiest and most 
acceptable forms of physical activity are those 
that can be incorporated into everyday life.
8LIJSYV9/'LMIJ1IHMGEP3JćGIVW[2]
The arrival and expansion of railways during 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 
revolutionised the world of work, enabling 
large numbers of people to work further from 
their homes, and freeing employers from 
the constraint of having to locate where their 
employees lived.[3]
With this mass and unprecedented separation of 
home and work, the rise of a daily commute has 
since transformed and, in many cases, literally 
HIćRIHXLIPMZIWSJKIRIVEXMSRWSJ[SVOIVWERH
their families. Today, with average rail commutes 
SJQMRYXIWERHFYWGSQQYXIWSJQMRYXIW
it’s quite common to spend as much time 
commuting as on other social or leisure activities.
During the latter half of the twentieth century, 
it was the mass adoption of cars, expansion 
SJVSEHRIX[SVOWERHXLIQSHMćGEXMSRSJFYMPX
environments to facilitate motoring that further 
enhanced the opportunities for travel  
and commuting.[5]
2S[EHE]WEVSYRHFMPPMSRGSQQYXMRK 
journeys are made every year. Whilst the  
majority are by car,?A the appeal and role of the 
train and other public transport modes remains, 
with some academic studies showing that people 
who are able to commute to work by train or by 
bus are generally healthier and happier than 
those who drive to work.
EMERGING EVIDENCE
3RIWXYH]SJ&VMXMWLGSQQYXIVWPIHF]
the London School of Hygiene and Tropical 
Medicine,[7] and another larger study of 50,000 
Taiwanese commuters,?A indicated that people 
can lose weight by switching from car commuting 
to public transport and, in the Taiwanese study, 
were around 15% less likely to be overweight  
as a result.
%XLMVHWXYH]SJ&VMXMWLGSQQYXIVWPIHF]
the University of East Anglia (UEA) showed that 
commuting by public transport was associated 
with higher levels of psychological wellbeing 
than commuting by car.?A The study was based 
on questionnaire data that captured twelve 
psychological symptoms including feeling under 
strain and being unable to concentrate.
In all three studies, these relationships held even 
after accounting for other important factors, such 
as age, gender, job status or earnings that might 
also affect commuting behaviours and health  
or wellbeing.
[5]
[4]
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THE GIFT OF TRAVEL TIME
%RMRXVMRWMGFIRIćXSJXVEMRSVFYWGSQQYXMRK
which academics at the University of the West of 
England (UWE) have branded “the gift of travel 
time,”[11] is the opportunity to do valuable activities 
that might otherwise be impossible in a hectic 
working day. Perhaps it’s a chance to read,[12] be 
creative,[13]ćRMWLEGVSWW[SVHVIWXSVXLMRO 
about the day.
In recent years, smartphones and on-board Wi-Fi 
have particularly enhanced the opportunities for 
public transport commuters to “unlock” time they 
might otherwise have considered wasted or idle.
A UWE study with Chiltern Railways highlighted 
how routine it has become for people to use 
their commute for work purposes, by checking 
and responding to emails for example, and thus 
potentially allowing workers to be at least as 
TVSHYGXMZI[LMPWXXVEZIPPMRKEWXLI]EVIMRERSJćGI
[14] Hence it seems that public transport has a 
continued role in facilitating, as well as shaping, 
the future of work – and in changing people’s lives.
Some commuting parents, for instance, stated 
in the UWE study that they valued the commute 
FIGEYWISJXLIGLERGIXS[SVOQSVIĈI\MFPI
hours as well as providing an important transition 
between their work and home roles. If they can 
tie loose ends from the working day whilst also 
handling tedious domestic-related administrative 
things, then they thought there’d be a better 
chance of enjoying the evenings.
THE FIRST & LAST MILE
Beyond the train or bus journey itself, a relatively 
overlooked aspect of public transport commuting 
MWXLIÝćVWX
PEWXQMPIWÞÛXLEXMWXLIJSYVHEMP]
journeys that people make to and from the 
stations or stops near their homes and workplaces. 
Typically these journeys are a small fraction of 
the total distance travelled but, in terms of time, 
potentially as long as the train or bus journey itself 
and a substantial part of the working day.
Historically, with railway and bus stations often 
built on the edges of towns and cities,[3] walking 
between the station and the workplace or home 
would have been commonplace.
Today, urban transport networks (e.g. connecting 
buses or the London Underground) and mass 
car ownership provide people with convenient 
alternatives. But such choices incur costs, 
including the various stresses and strains arising 
from congestion[14] and car parking near railway 
stations, as well as the missed opportunity to 
engage in physical activity.
Physical activity is a critically important 
determinant of health and wellbeing. Yet well over 
one-third of working-aged adults in Britain (around 
20 million people) do not meet the minimum 
levels of physical activity that are recommended 
in international World Health Organisation (WHO) 
guidelines and promoted by the UK Chief Medical 
3JćGIVW'13W[2]
A common problem for working-aged adults 
MWćRHMRKXMQIXSHSQSVITL]WMGEPEGXMZMX]*SV
example, the nationally-representative Health 
7YVZI]JSV)RKPERH,7)MRXIVZMI[IHEVSYRH
people who said work commitments (45% of men 
ERH	SJ[SQIRERHEPEGOSJPIMWYVIXMQI	
of men and 37% of women) were the two most 
common barriers to more physical activity.[15]
In contrast, for most public transport commuters, 
XLIćVWX
PEWXQMPIWEVIERYREZSMHEFPIć\XYVI
of the daily routine and thus perhaps an ideal 
opportunity to integrate a good amount of physical 
activity into their daily lives.
8LI'LMIJ1IHMGEP3JćGIVWTVSZMHIX[SWTIGMćG
examples of the amount and type of physical 
activity that people should aim to achieve:
Thirty minutes of brisk walking or 
G]GPMRKSRćZIHE]WIEGL[IIO 
or 
75 minutes of running each week
The Go-Ahead Group PLC 10
EXAMINING 
THE FIRST & 
LAST MILE
The purpose of this report is to examine how  
TISTPIXVEZIPXLIMVćVWX
PEWXQMPIW[LEXXLIMV
experiences are, and how this otherwise idle and 
potentially stressful time might be transformed  
into a positive, health enhancing prospect for  
large numbers of people.
8LIVITSVXHVE[WSRIZMHIRGIJVSQXLVIIWSYVGIW
7YVZI] A bespoke survey of an unprecedented 
GSQQYXIVWVIGVYMXIHTVMRGMTEPP]EX%WLJSVH
International and Gravesend stations in July and 
%YKYWX-RGPYHIHMRXLIWEQTPI[IVITISTPI 
who regularly walked, cycled, ran or drove to and 
from the railway station.
-RXIVZMI[W In depth follow-up interviews by 
telephone or face-to-face on platforms and station 
concourses with 53 commuters over a three day 
TIVMSHMR%YKYWX
)ZMHIRGIVIZMI[ A comprehensive review of existing 
evidence. This included work published in academic 
journals as well as grey literature including reports 
of government departments and agencies, non-
governmental organisations and the third sector.
go-ahead.com/en/future-of-transport
WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT 
'31198)67Þ*-678
0%781-0)7#
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-RXLMWWIGXMSRJSYVQEMRćRHMRKWEFSYX 
XLIćVWX
PEWXQMPIWEVILMKLPMKLXIH
They draw on the survey and interview 
insights, supported by some data from other 
large, national-level datasets.
FUTURE OF TRANSPORT
In addition to this report, the research insights informed 
the development of six commuter archetypes – people who 
STXJSVHMJJIVIRXćVWX
PEWXQMPISTXMSRW8LMWTVSZMHIWE
rich resource for developing a dialogue with commuters as 
well as tools to help promote active travel.
www.go-ahead.com/en/future-of-transport
1. Active travel in general has declined over time
4ISTPI[LSEVIEGXMZISRXLIćVWXSVPEWXQMPIWHSRÞX
usually look like athletes
3. People who are active tend to use a mixture of modes 
throughout the week
4. Minimising journey times and costs are two 
important decision making factors
/I]VITSVXćRHMRKW
The First & Last Mile
Section 2: Research
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Various datasets provide information on the 
total distances travelled and the total number of 
journeys that are made by different travel modes, 
including walking and cycling.
The National Travel Survey (NTS) is a nationally-
representative sample of around 7,000 households 
and includes data collected from comprehensive 
seven-day travel diaries.?A The NTS data shows 
that average distances walked per person per 
]IEVLEZIJEPPIRJVSQQMPIWMR[LIRXLI
WYVZI]FIKERXSQMPIWMR-RGSRXVEWX
during the same time period, average distances 
travelled by car (or van) per person per year 
MRGVIEWIHJVSQXSQMPIW7II+VETL
1). The data also shows the total number of short 
walking trips (less than one mile) have also fallen 
WMRGIEPXLSYKLXLIVILEWFIIREWPMKLX
increase in the number of longer walking trips) 
(See Graph 2). 
In terms of cycling, the NTS data shows that 
distances travelled in recent years are similar to 
XLSWIVITSVXIHMRXLIQMHW7II+VETL
averaging around 50 miles per person per year. 
However, longer term data from the National Road 
8VEJćG7YVZI]2687[LMGLQIEWYVIWXVEJćGSRP]
on roads accessible to cars, shows that a dramatic 
HIGPMRIMRG]GPMRKSGGYVVIHHYVMRKXLIWERH
W7II+VETL[17]-RG]GPMRKEGGSYRXIH
for 14.7 billion miles per year compared to around 
XSFMPPMSRQMPIWWMRGIXLIW8LI2687HEXE
also shows that cycling as a proportion of total 
distance travelled by any mode fell from 34% in 
XS	XS	WMRGIXLIW
Compared with other European countries, Britain 
now has a lower than average proportion of adults 
who cycle at least once a day, and has lower rates 
of cycling and walking than 23 other European 
countries.?A
A notable limitation of existing studies and 
HEXEWIXWMWXLEXWSJI[WTIGMćGEPP]I\EQMRILS[
people access rail stations or bus stops on their 
commute. This limits the potential for examining 
whether these underlying trends in active travel 
JYPP]VIĈIGXLS[TISTPIXVEZIPSRXLIćVWX
PEWX
miles of their public transport commutes. Whilst 
the main mode of travel to work is relatively easy 
to measure and is included in many national 
surveys of people in work, including the UK 
Census, most datasets do not collect information 
EFSYXXLIćVWX
PEWXQMPI)ZIRXLI287LEW
relatively little information  
about walks that are under one mile, or take 
less than 20 minutes. Furthermore, no existing 
national-level survey has captured information 
about running as a transport mode.
ACTIVE TRAVEL IN GENERAL HAS DECLINED OVER TIME, 
&988,)6)Þ70-880)):-()2')%&398;,%8Þ7,%44)2)( 
TO PHYSICAL ACTIVITY ON THE FIRST & LAST MILES
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Graph 1: Average distance travelled by mode of travel, Great Britain 1975  2012[15] Car/van
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Graph 2: Number of walking trips per person 
per year by trip length in 1994/96, 2002 and 2015[16]
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Graph 3: Total number of miles travelled by bike on
Britains roads by year (billions)[16]
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Ý92%;%6)Þ;%0/)67 
& CYCLISTS
%OI]XLIQIMHIRXMćIHMRXLIWYVZI]ERHMRXIVZMI[
components of the research was that many people 
who used active travel modes did so without 
considering or being aware of the exercise and 
LIEPXLFIRIćXW8LMWKVSYTX]TMGEPP][SVIXLIMV
YWYEP[SVOGPSXLIWVEXLIVXLERER]WTIGMćG 
sports clothing.
Many people, including some with a physical  
injury or disability, stated they were not keen or 
able to do more vigorous exercise, such as brisk 
walking, cycling or running, but nonetheless (for 
those who were able) did value a walk to or from 
the station.
For instance, people said:
à3L-GERÞXG]GPI-ÞQRSXXLEXćXá
My physio says just do the manageable stuff, 
HSRÞXSZIVWXVEMRHSRÞXSZIVI\LEYWX]SYVWIPJá
I was diagnosed with diabetes and they told  
me I need to take more exercise to help with that. 
-RIIHXSOIITćX;EPOMRKXSXLIFYWMWQ][E]SJ
exercising. 
Ý74368=Þ;%0/)67 
CYCLISTS & RUNNERS
The ‘unaware’ walkers or cyclists were contrasted 
with more ‘sporty’ walkers, cyclists or runners 
[LSX]TMGEPP]HVIWWIHWTIGMćGEPP]JSVXLIćVWX

last miles. This group considered the journey a 
vital way to keep up their physical activity and 
ćXRIWWPIZIPW[LMGL[IVIMQTSVXERXXSXLIQ
In addition to the specialised clothing, some had to 
QEOIWTIGMćGEVVERKIQIRXW
I have to consider whether I have to leave 
notebooks and computer behind. I just wear a 
marathon pack So I have to think about the type 
of day [it will be].
PEOPLE WHO ARE ACTIVE ON THE 
*-678360%781-0)7(32Þ8979%00= 
LOOK LIKE ATHLETES
Some covered large distances. For example, 
a walker said:
I have to force [exercise] into my day, my  
I\IVGMWIMWQ]GSQQYXI-XÞWNYWXYRHIVQMPIW 
a day. 
A runner said: 
à7SQIXMQIW-ÞPPVYRXS0SRHSR&VMHKI[LMGLMW
about 8k. 
Nevertheless, the survey component of the 
research showed that many (45%) of the 
GSQQYXIVW[LSMHIRXMćIHXLIQWIPZIWEWćVWX 
or last mile runners said they typically ran for 
journeys of less than 10 minutes.
Many people in this group thought that walking  
to the station was not really exercise. 
One person said:
à-HSRÞXGSRWMHIVKIXXMRKXSXLIWXEXMSRI\IVGMWIæ
XLEXÞWEPE^]JSVQSJI\IVGMWIá
However, another reported changing their mind 
once they’d measured how much physical activity 
they accumulated each day:
à6YRRMRKMWQ]QEMRXLMRK-HSRÞXVIEPP]GSYRXXLI
walk as exercise because I never thought it was 
IRSYKLYRXMP-?[EWSJJ[SVOAERH-[EWRÞXHSMRK
the walking and put on loads of weight! And I got a 
ćXFMXERHWE[MXEPPEHHWYTá
I have to force exercise into my 
day, my exercise is my commute. 
-XÞWNYWXYRHIVQMPIWEHE]á
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In the survey component of the research, it was 
clear that most people used a variety of different 
QSHIWJSVIEGLSJXLIJSYVćVWX
PEWXQMPI
sections of the journey, and did not always make 
the same travel mode choices from day to day.
3JXLSWIGSQQYXIVW[LSMHIRXMćIHEWFIMRKćVWX
or last mile runners at least once a week, less than 
SRIćJXLWEMHXLI]VERÝQSWXSJXLIXMQIÞJSVER]
particular section of the journey. For those who 
used the train, running on the ‘home to train’ and 
‘work to train’ sections of the journey was the most 
common (17% reported running these sections 
‘most of the time’), whilst running the ‘train to 
LSQIÞWIGXMSR[EWPIEWXGSQQSR	6YRRIVW
in the survey said they also used bikes (30% of 
respondents), buses (34%) and cars quite  
frequently as part of their commute.
3JXLSWIXVEMRGSQQYXIVW[LSMHIRXMćIHEWFIMRK
ćVWXSVPEWXQMPIG]GPMWXWEXPIEWXSRGIE[IIOQSVI
than half said they cycled ‘most of the time’ for the 
‘home to train’ and ‘train to home’ sections of the 
journey. Of these, very few also reported cycling 
on the ‘train to work’ or ‘work to train’ sections. 
Conversely, those who reported cycling on the 
sections to and from work rarely cycled on the 
sections to and from home.
The survey found that people who walked a 
particular section of the journey at least once a 
week did so much more regularly throughout the 
week than commuters who chose other active 
QSHIW	WEMHXLEXXLI][EPOIHER]TEVXMGYPEV
section of the journey ‘most of the time’).
PEOPLE WHO ARE ACTIVE ON THE FIRST OR LAST MILES 
TEND TO USE A MIXTURE OF MODES THROUGHOUT THE WEEK
17 18
Consistent with standard economic theory,[19]  
a common theme to emerge from the survey and 
interview components of the research was that 
journey times and costs were important factors  
MRćVWX
PEWXQMPIXVEZIPHIGMWMSRW
Commuters who frequently travelled by car for 
XLIćVWX
PEWXQMPIWSJXIRWXEXIHXLEXXLI]HMH
so because it was easiest and fastest. Many also 
commented that they preferred having a lift from 
friends or family, since this made the journey 
particularly convenient, quick and cheap.
For instance, comments from drivers collected 
MRXLIMRXIVZMI[WERHJVIIXI\XćIPHWSJXLI 
survey included:
à1]QYQHVSTTIHQISJJ-XÞWIEW]á
[The journey] would be a 20 minute walk at the 
other end but my husband picks me up.
à-XÞWEQMRYXI[EPOSVEQMRYXIHVMZIá
à2S-HSRÞXQMWWXLI[EPO%PMJXMWIEWMIV-GERKIX
into work earlier.
I would have to get up even earlier or I would get 
home very late.
;LMPWXQSWXSJXLIćVWX
PEWXQMPIGEVHVMZIVW
stated that more active modes would be impractical 
for them, by taking too long for example, it was 
striking that many were eager to do some walking 
if there was a potential saving to be made on car 
parking fees. For example:
I park 15 minutes away, rather than the station car 
TEVO-XÞWE[E]XSWEZIQSRI]á
I park 5 minutes away, not at the station, to avoid 
the car park fee. Then walk up a steep hill.
I drive halfway and then walk the last 15  
minutes to the station  to avoid the car park fee 
at the station.
People who exclusively walked, cycled or ran for the 
ćVWX
PEWXQMPIWEPWSIQTLEWMWIHXLIMQTSVXERGI
of time and cost savings. For example:
à?-[EPOAXSWEZIXMQIERHOIITćXá
It shortens my journey and means I can get a later 
train in the morning. When [our children] are really 
PMXXPIMXÞWMRZEPYEFPIá
I get to the station quicker.
[Cycling] shortens my journey and means I can  
get an earlier train.
MINIMISING JOURNEY TIMES AND COSTS ARE TWO IMPORTANT 
*%'8367-24)340)Þ7*-678
0%781-0)()'-7-327
Less than one 
ćJXLSJćVWXSVPEWX
mile runners said 
they ran most of 
XLIXMQIÞ for any 
particular section 
of the journey.
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8LITSXIRXMEPFIRIćXWSJTL]WMGEPEGXMZMX]XS
health are huge. If a medication existed which 
had a similar effect, it would be regarded as a 
Ý[SRHIVHVYKÞSVÝQMVEGPIGYVIÞ
7MV0MEQ(SREPHWSRJSVQIV'LMIJ1IHMGEP3JćGIV)RKPERH[20]
3.1 MORE PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
One analysis of 3,300 North American 
commuters,[21] and another of 3,600 English 
commuters,[22] who had participated in nationally 
representative travel surveys found that people 
who travel by public transport (trains, buses and 
trams) on average accumulate at least 20 minutes 
of physical activity each day just as part of their 
regular journey.
In the English study, it was train commuters 
who accumulated the most physical activity – on 
EZIVEKIQMRYXIWIEGLHE]7MRGIXLI'13ERH
WHO physical activity guidelines state that adults 
should aim to achieve thirty minutes of brisk 
[EPOMRKSRćZIHE]WTIV[IIO7II-RXVSHYGXMSR
this study demonstrates the ease with which 
people can meet those guidelines on their daily 
commute alone.
Considering that these two studies and all other 
comparable studies have not differentiated 
between how people travelled to and from the 
railway station, it thus seems probable that people 
who exclusively used active modes would easily 
exceed the physical activity levels recommended in  
the guidelines.
Some other studies also indicate that when 
people start doing more active travel, they do not 
offset this by reducing the physical activity done 
elsewhere in their lives, such as sports, running 
SV[EPOMRKHYVMRKPIMWYVIXMQI3RIWXYH]SJ
British adults, for example, showed that increased 
active travel was associated with an increase in 
overall physical activity levels.[23]
In the survey component of the research, at least 
two-thirds of those who were active during the 
ćVWX
PEWXQMPIWWXEXIHXLEXI\IVGMWMRKEWTEVXSJ
their commute was an important consideration. Of 
all three active modes (walking, cycling, running), 
it was cyclists who were the most likely to state 
exercise as an important factor in their mode 
GLSMGIHIGMWMSR	
In this section, evidence is presented which shows how a 
QSVIEGXMZIćVWX
PEWXQMPIGERWYTTSVXELIEPXLMIVERH
happier commute. As well as conveying health and wellbeing 
FIRIćXWHMVIGXP]JVSQMRGVIEWIHSZIVEPPTL]WMGEPEGXMZMX]
PIZIPWSXLIVFIRIćXWSJEGXMZIXVEZIPEVIEPWSI\EQMRIH
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3.2 BETTER PHYSICAL HEALTH
Physical inactivity is associated with at least 
twenty chronic health conditions including 
coronary heart disease, cancer, diabetes and 
WXVSOIERHMHIRXMćIHF]XLI;,3EWXLIJSYVXL
leading risk factor for global mortality.  
-XMWEPWSEWMKRMćGERXHIXIVQMRERXSJSFIWMX] 
since physical activity is a key determinant of 
energy expenditure.
There is strong evidence to show that people 
SJEPPEKIWGERKEMRWYFWXERXMEPLIEPXLFIRIćXW
by meeting the CMO and WHO physical activity 
guidelines. This includes a reduced risk of death, 
equivalent to a 30% risk reduction for the most 
active people compared with the least active.[2] 
Even small increases in physical activity among 
those who are the least active can bring  
WYFWXERXMEPFIRIćXW[2]
In addition to this general evidence on the health 
FIRIćXWSJTL]WMGEPEGXMZMX]WSQIWXYHMIWLEZIEPWS
PMROIHXLIWILIEPXLFIRIćXWHMVIGXP]XSMRGVIEWIH
EGXMZIXVEZIPMRGPYHMRKHYVMRKXLIćVWXERH 
last miles.
One study published in the British Medical Journal 
EREP]WIHEVSYRHćZI]IEVWÞ[SVXLSJHEXESR
&VMXMWLGSQQYXIVW8LIVIWIEVGLIVWEXXLI
University of Glasgow showed that commuters who 
combined cycling with non-active modes (assumed 
to be mainly public transport) had a reduced 
likelihood of a new cancer diagnosis or death (by 
any cause) when compared to commuters who 
did not use any active travel modes (i.e. people 
[LSHVSZIXLIćVWX
PEWXQMPIWXSEGGIWWTYFPMG
transport, or who drove for the whole journey).[24] 
%JYVXLIVWXYH]SJTISTPIWLS[IHXLEX
among regular commuters, more active patterns 
of travel compared with exclusive car use were 
associated with an 11% lower relative risk of 
developing heart disease or stroke and a 30% 
lower relative risk of death from heart disease or 
stroke. The association was even stronger when 
all forms of travel, both commuting and everyday 
travel, were included in the analysis.[25]
3.3 IMPROVED WELLBEING 
& MENTAL HEALTH
Evidence shows that physical activity is a 
determinant of wellbeing,[26, 27, 28, 29] and can 
increase positive mood and self-esteem, and 
reduce anxiety and stress. Some studies suggest 
that even small amounts of physical activity can 
PIEHXSWMKRMćGERXFIRIćXW3RIWXYH]JSVI\EQTPI
showed that a 10 minute brisk walk can increase 
mental alertness, energy and positive mood.[30] 
Physical activity is also reported to prevent the 
development of mental health problems as well 
as improve quality of life for people experiencing 
mental health problems.[31]
 
A small number of studies have also examined 
[LIXLIVXLIWIFIRIćXWGERFIEGGVYIHWTIGMćGEPP]
through walking and cycling for travel. The UEA 
study described in the Introduction, for example, 
showed that the likelihood of reporting being 
constantly under strain or unable to concentrate 
was at least 13% higher when commuters  
drove to work, compared to when they walked 
or cycled.?A%JYVXLIVWXYH]SJGSQQYXIVWMR
Cambridge showed that people who maintained 
cycling over a one year period had better mental 
wellbeing than commuters who did not cycle to 
work.[32] Furthermore, the cycle commuters also  
reported lower sickness absence equivalent to  
one less day per year. However, the study did not 
MHIRXMJ]GSQTEVEFPIFIRIćXWJSVTISTPI[LS 
walked to work.
In the survey component of the research, the 
majority of commuters who used active modes 
EKVIIHSVWXVSRKP]EKVIIHXLEXXLIćVWXSVPEWX 
QMPIW[IVIVIPE\MRK	SJ[EPOIVWERH	SJ
cyclists) and enjoyable. At least one third agreed 
or strongly agreed with the statements that they 
enjoyed the journey because it gave them time  
and space to think about the day (54% of walkers, 
	SJG]GPMWXWERH	SJVYRRIVWERHXLEXXLI]
JSYRHXLIEGXMZIćVWXSVPEWXQMPIWXSFIQSVI
IRNS]EFPIXLERXLIXVEMRNSYVRI]MXWIPJ	 
17% of cyclists and walkers agreed or strongly 
EKVIIHXLEXXLI]JSYRHXLIćVWXSVPEWXQMPIWXS 
be stressful.
The majority of commuters who used active modes 
EKVIIHSVWXVSRKP]EKVIIHXLEXXLIćVWX
PEWX
miles were relaxing.
During the interview component of the research, 
people also said they had chosen active travel 
FIGEYWISJTIVGIMZIHFIRIćXWVIPEXIHXS[IPPFIMRK
For example, a walker, a cyclist and a runner said:
A possible cause of stress during the journey to 
the railway station might be the lack of control 
SZIVEVVMZEPXMQIGEYWIHF]XVEJćGNEQWSVćRHMRK
a car parking space. This is partially supported 
by studies that have used NTS data to examine 
variation in journey times. They have demonstrated 
that, for the same journeys and individuals, 
commuters face greater day-to-day variation in 
journey times, and thus less predictability and 
reliability, when travelling by car compared with 
walking or cycling.?A
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à-TVIJIVXS[EPOXLER
XEOIXLIYRHIVKVSYRHÛ 
its less stressful, plus 
XLIćXRIWWXLMRKá
I enjoy it, theres 
just something about 
G]GPMRKæ-XQEOIWQI
emotionally alert at 
[SVOERHTVSHYGXMZIá
Running helps me 
sleep better and gives 
QIQSVIIRIVK]á
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Studies have 
demonstrated 
that people who 
participate in daily 
physical activity have 
approximately a 
PS[IVVMWOSJHITVIWWMSR
and of dementia.[2]
20–30%
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3.4 WIDER ENVIRONMENTAL 
& SOCIETAL BENEFITS
If large numbers of commuters were to switch 
JVSQGEVXVEZIPXSEGXMZIXVEZIPJSVXLIćVWXSVPEWX
miles, then local communities and the environment 
[SYPHPMOIP]FIRIćXJVSQVIHYGXMSRWMRRIKEXMZI
externalities that are associated with car use in 
urban areas, particularly near railway stations and 
at peak times.
Three of the principal externalities highlighted in 
two recent reports on urban transport published 
by the National Institute for Health and Care 
Excellence (NICE)[33] and Public Health England 
(PHE)[34]EVIEMVTSPPYXMSRRSMWIERHVSEHXVEJćG
accidents. These also capture the most commonly 
GMXIHFEVVMIVWXSEGXMZIXVEZIPMHIRXMćIHMRXLI
JVIIXI\XćIPHWSJXLIWYVZI]GSQTSRIRXSJXLI
research (after poor weather, which was cited more 
frequently than any other barrier).
)EGLSJXLIWII\XIVREPMXMIWTVIWIRXWWTIGMćG
challenges in their own right. For example, each 
year in Britain around 2,000 children are killed or 
WIVMSYWP]MRNYVIHMRVSEHXVEJćGMRGMHIRXW[34] and 
vehicle emissions contribute substantially to a 
further 40,000 adult deaths attributed to outdoor  
air pollution, as well as to climate change.[35] 
These three externalities also all contribute to 
physical inactivity, in that they act as a disincentive 
for adults and children to use outdoor facilities, as 
well as exacerbating health inequalities.[34] Road 
XVEJćGGEWYEPX]VEXIWJSVMRWXERGIWLS[EWXIIT
social gradient, with children in the 10% most 
deprived areas being four times more likely to be 
hit by a car than those in the 10% least deprived.[34]
)\GIWWMZIQSXSVMWIHXVEJćGGEREPWSVIHYGI
opportunities for positive contacts with other 
residents in a neighbourhood and, for many people, 
can contribute to increased social isolation.[34] 
In one study highlighted in the PHE report, older 
people in England who experienced high levels of 
WSGMEPMWSPEXMSRLEHWMKRMćGERXP]LMKLIVQSVXEPMX]
rates than those with low or average levels of 
isolation.?A In contrast, more active travel can 
help to increase the number of people of all ages 
who are out on the streets, not only providing 
opportunities for social interaction and supporting 
local shops, but also making public spaces seem 
more welcoming for all.[33]
3.5 COST SAVINGS
'SRWMHIVMRKXLILIEPXLFIRIćXWEWWSGMEXIH[MXL
physical activity, an economic modelling study 
published in the Lancet by UEA researchers found 
that replacing short car trips with active travel 
could save £17bn in healthcare costs over a 20 
year period. This is because of the subsequent 
reductions in seven selected diseases related to 
physical inactivity (breast cancer, cerebrovascular 
disease, colorectal cancer, dementia, depression, 
ischaemic heart disease and type 2 diabetes). 
Whilst the study did account for the possibility that 
there might be an offsetting increase in healthcare 
GSWXWEVMWMRKJVSQQSVIVSEHXVEJćGMRGMHIRXW
SXLIVIRZMVSRQIRXEPERHWSGMIXEPFIRIćXWXLEX
QMKLXEVMWIJVSQVIHYGIHVSEHXVEJćGI\XIVREPMXMIW
were not included.
Sustrans’ Scotland, a cycling charity, also modelled 
XLIćRERGMEPFIRIćXWXSMRHMZMHYEPWSJVITPEGMRK
short car trips with cycling. They focused solely on 
XLIGSWXWSJVYRRMRKEGEVERHMHIRXMćIHEZIVEKI
ERRYEPWEZMRKWSJf[LMGLXLI]GSRGPYHIH
would, for most people, be equivalent to at least a 
10% increase in take-home pay. This study did not 
consider possible further savings that would be 
expected from giving up car ownership altogether. 
Hence the savings they estimated might be 
considered an underestimate in the context of more 
EGXMZIćVWXERHPEWXQMPIW
-RXLIWYVZI]GSQTSRIRXSJXLIVIWIEVGL	SJ
cyclists said they had chosen to cycle to or from the 
station because it was too expensive to park the car.
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Replacing short 
car trips with active 
travel could save
in healthcare costs 
over a 20 year period.
£17 billion
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-RXLMWWIGXMSRTSPMGMIWXSTVSQSXIQSVIEGXMZIćVWX

PEWXQMPIWEVIVIZMI[IH-XHVE[WSRXLIćRHMRKW
of published reports and studies as well as insights 
from commuters who responded to the survey and 
interview components of the research.
By giving people a true alternative to the car, 
we will tackle many of our health, congestion 
and air quality issues in one go.
Rt Hon Andy Burnham, Mayor of Greater Manchester, announcing 
TPERWMRJSVEGMX]VIKMSR[MHIG]GPMRK[EPOMRKERHVYRRMRK
RIX[SVOQEHIYTSJQSVIXLERQMPIWSJVSYXIW 
MRGPYHMRKQMPIWSJ(YXGLWX]PIWIKVIKEXIHFMOIPERIW[37]
4.1 A POLICY FRAMEWORK
There are many different policies that could be 
YWIHXSMRĈYIRGITISTPIÞWXVEZIPHIGMWMSRWERH
IRGSYVEKIQSVIEGXMZIćVWX
PEWXQMPIW8LIWI
range from nudging people towards more active 
travel, such as providing information about the 
choices they face, through to highly intrusive 
policies that restrict people’s options, such as 
banning car use in particular places.
8LI2YJćIPH'SYRGMPSR&MSIXLMGWÞLEWHIZMWIHE
‘ladder’ which can be used for comparing these 
types of policies.[35] This has been adapted here in 
order to categorise the types of policies that policy 
makers might choose to consider (see Figure 1).
The ladder is designed to highlight the challenge 
of choosing policies that are most likely to change 
behaviours, against a need to avoid things that 
are overly restrictive of choice, or too costly or 
unacceptable to the public.
In general, higher rungs of the ladder represent 
increasing effectiveness which, in this case, would 
be measured in terms of more frequent use of 
EGXMZIXVEZIPJSVXLIćVWX
PEWXQMPIW,S[IZIV
higher rungs of the ladder are also associated with 
increasing intrusiveness and decreasing public 
acceptability, and so would likely require greater 
investment of political capital. Hence it is usual to 
assume that policy makers would only consider 
policies on higher rungs of the ladder if policies on 
lower rungs are deemed to be ineffective and the 
risks associated with inaction are overwhelming.
Policy makers may also be concerned that policies 
on the higher rungs of the ladder are more costly, 
disruptive and complex, and require more time 
for approval and delivery. They will also want 
to choose interventions that are at lower risk of 
unintended consequences, whereby behaviour 
changes in unexpected ways, and those that have 
greatest chance of increasing the accessibility of 
walking, cycling and running for all people, not 
NYWXXLIÝWTSVX]ÞEVGLIX]TIW[LMGL[IVIMHIRXMćIH
in Section 2. For example, Chris Grayling MP, 
Secretary of State for Transport, has recently 
stated: For too long, some have seen cycling as 
a niche activity, rather than a normal activity for 
all.[39]
Boris Johnson MP, the former Mayor of London, 
also said: I want cycling to be normal, a part 
of everyday life. I want it to be something you 
feel comfortable doing in your ordinary clothes, 
something you hardly think about... [40]
Chris Boardman, Greater Manchesters Cycling 
ERH;EPOMRK'SQQMWWMSRIV[LIRERRSYRGMRK
bold plans for the North West: Making it easier 
for more people to travel without using cars, 
particularly for short journeys, is one of the key 
ways we can tackle congestion. We can only do this 
The First & Last Mile
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if we make active travel the easiest, most attractive 
and logical option.
Despite wide variation in active commuting between 
towns and cities in the UK, and between different 
countries, there remains a shortage of published 
impact evaluations to demonstrate what works 
best, and what is most cost-effective, in terms of 
promoting more walking, cycling and running. 
8LMWMWRSXNYWXJSVXLIćVWX
PEWXQMPIWFYXEPWSJSV
active commuting in general. A recent systematic 
VIZMI[JSVI\EQTPIMHIRXMćIHNYWXWXYHMIWXLEX
had examined interventions to increase commuter 
G]GPMRKSJ[LMGL[IVIRSXJVSQXLI9/(41). The 
VIZMI[MHIRXMćIHQM\IHćRHMRKWERHXLI[MHIVERKI
of study types and populations under investigation 
QIERXXLEXMX[EWHMJćGYPXXSHVE[KIRIVEPMRWMKLXW
348-32%',%2+-2+ 
THE CHOICE ARCHITECTURE
The idea that it is desirable and feasible to 
MRĈYIRGITISTPIÞWFILEZMSYVW[MXLSYXVIWXVMGXMRK
their choices came to prominence amongst policy 
QEOIVWEJXIVTYFPMGEXMSRMRSJ6MGLEVH8LEPIV
and Cass Sunstein’s book ‘Nudge: Improving 
Decisions About Health, Wealth, and Happiness.’[42]
%RYHKI[EWHIćRIHEW any aspect of the choice 
EVGLMXIGXYVIXLEXEPXIVWTISTPIÞWFILEZMSYVMRE
predictable way without forbidding any options or 
WMKRMćGERXP]GLERKMRKXLIMVIGSRSQMGMRGIRXMZIW 
To count as a mere nudge, the intervention must 
be easy and cheap to avoid. Nudges are not 
mandates. Putting fruit at eye level counts as a 
nudge. Banning junk food does not.[40]
Since public transport commuters are a relatively 
captive audience, and thus potentially receptive, 
one option for altering the choice architecture 
might be the provision of personalised information 
XSGSQQYXIVWEFSYXQSVIEGXMZIćVWX
PEWX
miles. Other strategies would also be required for 
providing information to car commuters about  
XLIFIRIćXWSJTYFPMGXVERWTSVXTPYWEGXMZI 
ćVWX
PEWXQMPIW(43)
A practical toolkit published by the Department 
of Transport provides some guidance on the sorts 
of information that could be useful in terms of 
altering the choices people make.(44) It is based 
on theoretical and evidence-based insights about 
people’s behaviours. These include:
Costs 
This could include provision of information 
about the relative cost savings of travelling 
XLIćVWX
PEWXQMPIWF]QSVIEGXMZIQSHIWEW
reviewed in section 3 and highlighted as a major 
consideration for commuters in section 2).
 
 
 
Improving knowledge and awareness. 
This might include a range of ‘static’ information 
EFSYXLS[XSEGGIWWEPXIVREXMZIćVWX
PEWXQMPI
travel modes, where and how to leave a bicycle 
at railway stations, and when and how bicycles 
can be carried on trains. ‘Dynamic’ information 
SRJEGXSVWWYGLEWXLI[IEXLIVSVXVEJćG
conditions, could also be useful.
Attitudes 
This might include information designed to 
encourage people to review and assess what 
they like and dislike about each travel  
mode option.
Norms 
This might include sharing information about 
what people like them do, perhaps in other 
cities or countries where active travel is more 
common, in order to emphasise that travelling 
by more active modes can be a ‘normal’ activity.
'ETEFMPMX]ERHWIPJIJćGEG] 
This might include information designed to 
IRGSYVEKITISTPIXSJIIPQSVIGSRćHIRXEFSYX
GLSSWMRKQSVIEGXMZIćVWX
PEWXQMPIWWYGLEW
guidance on quieter or well-lit running routes, 
or how to handle a bicycle in wet weather 
conditions. For example, one of the survey 
respondents suggested providing maps for 
runners which show roads or routes with better 
air quality.
This information might be delivered to commuters 
in a variety of ways, from onboard announcements 
to bespoke smartphone apps. It could simply 
provide a trigger for commuters to reconsider 
their existing choices, overcome inertia and 
break longstanding habits. But it could also spark 
interest in more novel options they might not 
otherwise have considered, such as using a folding 
bike, or choosing a ‘park and run’ option (where 
people deliberately park their car some distance 
from the railway station and then enjoy a run).
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In general, higher rungs on the ladder represent increasing effectiveness and increasing intervention,  
FYXEPWSHIGVIEWMRKTYFPMGEGGITXEFMPMX]ERHMRGVIEWMRKMRXVYWMZIRIWW8LIPEHHIVMWFEWIHSREJVEQI[SVO
HIZIPSTIHF]XLI2YJćIPH'SYRGMPSR&MSIXLMGW[38]
Banning cars and vans.
Road user charging for cars and vans in towns 
and cities.
Discounts for relevant equipment, e.g. 
purchase of a bicycle or running gear, or other 
TIVOWWYGLEWJVIIVIJVIWLQIRXWJSVTISTPI
[LSSTXJSVEQSVIEGXMZIćVWX
PEWXQMPI
access to showers and services.
8VEJćGGEPQMRKQIEWYVIWXSWPS[XVEJćG
Provision of dedicated facilities, e.g. segregated 
MRJVEWXVYGXYVIG]GPITEVOMRKSVWLS[IVWEX[SVO
for cyclists and runners.
4IVWSREPMWIHMRJSVQEXMSRERHJIIHFEGOTVSZMHIH
to commuters about the negative health or 
environmental impact of their commute.
4IVWSREPMWIHMRJSVQEXMSRERHJIIHFEGOEFSYXXLI
TSWMXMZIMQTEGXSJQSVIEGXMZIćVWX
PEWXQMPIW
SVMRJSVQEXMSREFSYXLS[SXLIVTISTPIPMOIXLIQ
EVIGLSSWMRKQSVIEGXMZIćVWX
PEWXQMPIW
Examples of policies
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348-32&232ċ*-2%2'-%0
INCENTIVES INCLUDING 
INFRASTRUCTURE
2SRćRERGMEPMRGIRXMZIWEVIHIćRIHLIVIEW
policies that penalise (negative incentives) or 
reward and incentivise (positive incentives) certain 
behaviours. They do not eliminate choices in the 
way that strict rules and regulations might, but 
unlike the provision of information they are not so 
easy or cheap to avoid.
%RI\EQTPISJETSWMXMZIRSRćRERGMEPMRGIRXMZI
is changing the physical environment to encourage 
QSVIEGXMZIćVWX
PEWXQMPIW8LMW[EWXLIQSWX
common policy suggestion made by participants 
in the survey and interview components of the 
research. Examples of their suggestions include:
á&IXXIVXVEJćGGEPQMRKQIEWYVIWá 
Illuminate roads on the route home 
Make the busy roads more pedestrian friendly
Amongst cyclists and runners, the most common 
suggestion for changes to the physical environment 
was the provision of better quality, segregated 
infrastructure including:
Provide more dedicated cycle routes separate  
JVSQXVEJćGá 
More cycle lanes 
Continue development of cycle superhighways 
Wider pavements would be preferable 
Bigger pavements on the station approach
3XLIVRSRćRERGMEPMRGIRXMZIWXLEX[IVIQIRXMSRIH
in the survey and interview components of the 
research were the provision of dedicated facilities. 
Large-scale cycle parking facilities are increasingly 
common, for example. In Cambridge, a safe 
YRHIVGSZIVTEVOJSVG]GPIWSTIRIHMR
However, the world’s largest bike park is in Utrecht 
(Netherlands) with spaces for 12,000 cycles.[45]
Interview respondents also focused on the role of 
their employer:
My employer could provide personal lockers 
More showers at workplace - and towel/ 
toiletries provision.
Compared to the provision of information, the 
delivery of these proposed changes may require 
a more concerted effort by multiple stakeholders, 
including local and national Government and 
public transport operators, not least in securing 
necessary funding and planning approvals.  
In congested areas around railway stations, major 
changes to the physical environment may face 
considerable resistance from people and groups 
who might be perceived as losing out from the 
policy. For instance, the provision of dedicated 
cycle routes would likely involve the removal of 
some road capacity.
Despite these challenges, public transport 
operators probably have good incentives to work 
with relevant stakeholders in delivering such 
IRLERGIQIRXWXSXLIćVWX
PEWXQMPII\TIVMIRGI
In addition to their responsibilities in terms 
of customer satisfaction and the health and 
wellbeing of existing customers, by improving the 
accessibility of existing stations or stops, the size 
of the customer base and catchment area would 
be increased. The provision of designated cycle 
infrastructure or high quality facilities for runners, 
for example, might encourage people who would 
otherwise be unable to access railway stations to 
switch from car to public transport for 
their commute.
One recurring issue is the shortage of evidence 
on the impact of infrastructure-based policies 
to increase the use of active travel. This is not to 
say that there are no examples of highly effective 
schemes, it’s just that too few of them have been 
evaluated. However, two recent controlled studies 
of large cycle infrastructure projects, which both 
involved substantial investment to promote cycling 
MRTEVXMGYPEV)RKPMWLXS[RWSVGMXMIWMHIRXMćIHSRP]
a very modest impact on cycle commuting.?A
Following unprecedented investment in cycling 
initiatives (predominately capital investment) in 
Cycle Demonstration Towns (to £17 per person 
TIV]IEVJSVEćZI]IEVTIVMSHMRWSQIXS[RW
one study using Census data showed that, when 
compared to control towns, the proportion of 
commuters who cycled to work increased on 
EZIVEKIF]NYWXTIVGIRXEKITSMRXW?A
In the second study, of the Cambridgeshire Guided 
&YW[E]RSWXEXMWXMGEPP]WMKRMćGERXEWWSGMEXMSRW 
were found between exposure to cycle lanes 
next to the busway and changes in travel mode 
or overall physical activity. But there was an 
association with overall time spent in active 
commuting among the least active commuters at 
baseline.?A
One argument might be that positive incentives 
such as new cycling infrastructure must also be 
combined by other policies on higher rungs of 
the ladder in order to be more effective. Consider 
Stevenage, for example, a post-war new town built 
MRXLIW-XEPVIEH]LEWEWYFWXERXMEPQMPI
network of separated cycleways comparable to 
what might be expected in the Netherlands, yet 
the proportion of residents who cycle frequently to 
work (or for other reasons) is not much different 
from the rest of the country.?A Suggesting that 
negative incentives to discourage car travel would 
also be important, former Cycling England head 
Phillip Darnton said: 
à-JXLIVIEWSRWJSV7XIZIREKIÞWJEMPYVIXSIRGSYVEKI
cycling were that it was too easy to drive, then 
RSEQSYRXSJMRZIWXQIRXMRQEVOIXMRKXLIXS[RÞW
cycling facilities would have changed 
travel behaviour. [49]
Additionally, the British Medical Association has 
also argued:
Road safety should be addressed at a strategic 
level through a danger reduction approach that 
addresses the factors that put pedestrians and 
cyclists at risk, rather than seeking to reduce 
casualties by limiting pedestrians and cyclists 
from making the trips they need to undertake. [50]
In contrast to those two existing studies in 
English towns and cities, which focused on cycle 
commuting in general, it may also be argued that 
a more focused policy of improving the physical 
environment around railway or bus stations could 
be more cost-effective. Considering that large 
RYQFIVWSJJVIUYIRXćVWX
PEWXQMPIYWIVW[SYPH
share the same destination point, i.e. where they 
join a public transport service, then perhaps a 
relatively small investment of resources would be 
RIGIWWEV]XSMRĈYIRGIEPEVKIRYQFIVSJNSYVRI]W
Furthermore, some of the problems that new cycle 
infrastructure would be expected to alleviate, such 
EWEMVTSPPYXMSRJVSQVSEHXVEJćGQE]FIQSVI
prominently felt in the congested areas around 
railway or bus stations when compared to new 
infrastructure deployed in other parts of town. 
Hence further research is necessary to understand 
the impact of new infrastructure around well-used 
commuter railway stations.
January 2019 go-ahead.com/en/future-of-transport
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348-32' 
FINANCIAL INCENTIVES
*MRERGMEPMRGIRXMZIWEVIHIćRIHLIVIEWTSPMGMIW
involving a targeted payment to an individual 
XLEXQEOIWGIVXEMRFILEZMSYVWQSVIćRERGMEPP]
FIRIćGMEPTSWMXMZIMRGIRXMZISVE[MXLHVE[EP 
of monetary resources from an individual that 
makes certain behaviours more costly  
(negative incentive).?A
Financial incentives are already very common in 
transport policy, in terms of fuel duty for example 
that is included in the price paid for petrol and 
HMIWIPERHMRLIEPXLTSPMG]JSVMRĈYIRGMRKWQSOMRK
behaviours and alcohol consumption for example. 
-RXLIWIX[SGEWIWćRERGMEPMRGIRXMZIWQMKLXFI
viewed relatively favourably by policy makers since 
they provide a compromise when compared to other 
policies on lower rungs of the ladder, which may 
be ineffective when used in isolation, and stricter 
rules and regulations. 
Respondents to the survey and interview were 
QSVIPMOIP]XSWYKKIWXTSWMXMZIćRERGMEPMRGIRXMZIW
XLERRIKEXMZIćRERGMEPMRGIRXMZIW)\EQTPIW
include discounts or refunds when people opt for 
EQSVIEGXMZIćVWX
PEWXQMPIMRGPYHMRKWTIGMEP
offers at railway station cafes. Other comments of 
survey and interview respondents included:
;LMPWXćRERGMEPMRGIRXMZIWHSRSXIPMQMREXIGLSMGI
EWWYGLRIKEXMZIćRERGMEPMRGIRXMZIWMRTEVXMGYPEV
QE]VIUYMVIWXVSRKNYWXMćGEXMSRERHFIPIWW
acceptable to the general public), because they 
penalise individuals for the choices they have made. 
Hence planned increases in fuel duty, which might 
have provided an incentive to switch to more active 
ćVWX
PEWXQMPIWLEZIFIIRVIKYPEVP]GERGIPPIH
by successive Governments. The Government 
IWXMQEXIWXLEXF]JYIPHYX]JVII^IWWMRGI
2011 will have cost Government a total of £7 billion 
compared to what would have been expected under 
pre-2010 planned increases, saving the average 
HVMZIVfHYVMRKXLITIVMSH[51]
3XLIVI\EQTPIWSJRIKEXMZIćRERGMEPMRGIRXMZIW
include road user charging, which has been a core 
component of transport policy in London since 2003, 
and remains one of the largest such scheme in  
the world.
348-32( 
STRICT RULES & REGULATIONS
In terms of discouraging car use, motor vehicle 
bans are likely to be amongst the most effective 
policies. But of course these are also the most 
intrusive in terms of restricting individual choice 
and, often undesirable or unfeasible. 
Some opinion polling has suggested banning cars 
may be appropriate and acceptable to the general 
public in some circumstances. However, very few 
participants in the survey and interviews suggested 
this as a potential solution (although this might be 
because they didn’t consider it a realistic prospect 
and so didn’t suggest it).
Comments from participants who were in favour of 
policies that strongly restricted choices included:
In recent years some cities have banned petrol 
and diesel cars in small areas or as part of larger 
pilot schemes. Petrol and diesel cars are currently 
banned from nine roads in east London during the 
morning and evening peak as part of a cleaner air 
initiative. More radical policies are planned in other 
cities, including Oslo (Norway) and Madrid (Spain), 
where all cars will be banned from the city centre 
by 2020.
It seems unlikely that strict rules and regulations 
of these kind would be used solely to promote 
QSVIEGXMZIćVWX
PEWXQMPIWFYX[SYPHMRWXIEHFI
implemented on a much larger scale with broader 
objectives. As these pilot schemes and larger 
schemes are implemented, it will be valuable to 
evaluate their impact in terms of changes in the use 
of more active travel modes. One concern might be 
the possibility of unintended consequences.  
For example, restrictions on cars accessing city 
centres including public transport access points 
might lead some commuters to abandon public 
transport altogether.
á+MZIQIEJVIIVSEHFMOIá
á4VSZMHIHMWGSYRXWFEWIHSRćXRIWWXVEGOIVHEXEá
á(MWGSYRXWSRVYRRMRKKIEVá
á*VIIFMOIWá
Ban diesel vehicles to 
VIHYGIEMVTSPPYXMSRá
Get rid of cars from the 
GMX]GIRXVIá
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-J[IGERMRGVIEWIPIZIPWSJ[EPOMRKERHG]GPMRKXLIFIRIćXWEVI
substantial. For people, it means cheaper travel and better health 
For society as a whole it means lower congestion, better air 
quality, and vibrant, attractive places and communities.[39]
Rt Hon Chris Grayling MP, Secretary of State for Transport, 2017
Walking and cycling are both extremely important modes 
SJWYWXEMREFPIXVERWTSVX8LILIEPXLFIRIćXWEW[IPPEWXLIMV
contribution to cutting air pollution and congestion on the  
roads, are clear.
Lilian Greenwood MP, Chair, House of Commons Transport Committee, 2018
It is vital that we have policies that encourage a modal shift away 
from unnecessary car use and the development of a transport 
environment that facilitates active and public transport journeys.[50]
4VSJIWWSV%ZIVMP1ERWćIPH'LEMVQER&SEVHSJ7GMIRGI 
British Medical Association (BMA), 2012
Many will be surprised that a quarter of all car journeys are 
under two miles. For most of these short journeys, there may be a 
practical alternative to the car. By opting for the alternative, drivers 
will help to reduce congestion and pollution, and may even improve 
their physical and mental health.[52]
David Bizley, Chief Engineer, Royal Automobile Association (RAC), 2018
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Momentum has been building in recent years 
around the idea that more active travel could 
boost health and wellbeing whilst also helping  
to address multiple societal challenges,  
including road congestion, obesity, stress 
and climate change.
There’s also broad consensus on the need for some 
JSVQSJćVQEGXMSRXSWYTTSVXEGXMZIXVEZIPEWXLI
default choice for shorter journeys. This includes 
support across multiple and diverse groups, from 
the BMA to the RAC and the House of Commons 
Transport Committee[50, 52], as well as from within 
Government, as demonstrated by publication in  
2017 of a new DfT cycling and walking  
investment strategy.?A
%WYFWXERXMEPVIQEMRMRKHMJćGYPX]JEGMRKTSPMG]
makers is a lack of clarity on the form that such 
actions should take and uncertainty about where 
best to focus scarce resources in order to  
achieve the greater uptake of active travel that 
many desire.
The distinct contribution of this report lies in its 
emphasis on the possible advantages of focusing 
XLSWIVIWSYVGIWERHIJJSVXSRXLIćVWX
PEWXQMPIW
of public transport commutes.
THE FUTURE OF TRANSPORT = 
PUBLIC TRANSPORT + ACTIVE 86%:)0#
Section 3 of the report highlighted the numerous 
TSXIRXMEPFIRIćXWXSMRHMZMHYEPWMRXIVQWSJLIEPXL
and wellbeing improvement and cost savings) and 
XSWSGMIX]IKMRXIVQWSJPIWWXVEJćGTSPPYXMSR
EVSYRHVEMP[E]WXEXMSRWSJQSVIEGXMZIćVWX
 
last miles.
8LIWIFIRIćXW[IVITVIWIRXIHMRGSQTEVMWSR[MXL
PIWWEGXMZIQSXSVMWIHćVWX
PEWXQMPIWERHQE]
be used to build a case for a concerted effort to 
substantially increase walking, cycling and running 
as part of public transport commutes.
Additionally, from the policy makers perspective, 
MXMWMQTSVXERXXSI\EQMRIXLITSXIRXMEPFIRIćXW
ERHZMEFMPMX]SJTVSQSXMRKQSVIEGXMZIćVWX
PEWX
miles when compared to alternative demands on 
resources that come from other approaches to 
boosting physical activity.
%TEVXMGYPEVETTIEPSJQSVIEGXMZIćVWX
PEWXQMPIW
lies in the opportunity to make more productive 
use of otherwise wasted or idle time during 
journeys that must be made out of necessity.  
Thus, for many people, it may be possible to 
integrate regular physical activity into the daily 
routine without incurring substantial personal 
costs, including opportunity costs.
This is in some contrast to doing more physical 
activity during leisure (or work) time that may be 
substantially more costly, in terms of gym fees for 
example, and would likely be much less enticing 
because other enjoyable leisure activities (or 
wages) would have to be forgone.
Similarly, trying to incorporate physical activity 
into non-routine or irregular journeys may be 
more challenging and costly, in terms of identifying 
and planning routes for example, and might not 
TVSZMHIWYJćGMIRXSTTSVXYRMXMIWJSVXLIVIKYPEV
daily physical activity that is recommended in 
health guidelines. 
Since eight billion commuter journeys are made 
in Britain each year, of which 10% are by train and 
7% by bus, another attraction of promoting more 
EGXMZIćVWX
PEWXQMPIWMWXLIWGSTIJSVVIEGLMRK
large numbers of people, including those who 
might be unlikely to engage in health promotion 
activities provided in healthcare settings.
'%2;)+)88,)6)#
Section 4 highlighted some potential approaches to 
IRGSYVEKMRKQSVIEGXMZIćVWX
PEWXQMPIW8LIVI
were clear indications from the survey, interviews 
and existing literature that interventions such 
as segregated cycle infrastructure would have a 
meaningful impact in terms of overcoming often-
GMXIHFEVVMIVWXSQSVIEGXMZIćVWX
PEWXQMPIW
including dangerous roads and air pollution.
9RJSVXYREXIP]XSSJI[WGLIQIWXSTVSQSXIXLIćVWX

PEWXQMPILEZI]IXFIIRXVMIHERHSVXIWXIHERH
so, in general, there is limited evidence to indicate 
that any particular policy or package of policies 
LEWLEHXLIXVERWJSVQEXMZIIJJIGXSRćVWX
PEWX
mile commutes that might be hoped for.
In some sense it’s useful simply to look at the 
past as a guide to the future, to earlier decades 
before mass car ownership when walking and 
cycling were more commonplace. As such, one 
proposal highlighted in Section 4 was to ensure 
that active travel is (re-)normalised, moving away 
from a current perception that people must adhere 
to ‘sporty’ stereotypes. But there are also many 
prevailing factors that appear to favour more active 
ćVWX
PEWXQMPIWERHXLYWTVIWIRXSTTSVXYRMXMIWXLEX
could be exploited by policy makers in coming years.
First is the rise of cycling and running as popular 
leisure time pursuits. This can be linked to 
XLIHIZIPSTQIRXSJćXRIWWXVEGOMRKETTWJSV
smartphones, widespread participation in activities 
PMOIÝ4EVOVYRÞERHLMKLTVSćPIWTIGXEXSVIZIRXW
like the 2014 Tour de France which was staged in 
England. Although such pursuits will never suit 
everyone, if people are willingly opting for them 
during their leisure time, then there ought to be 
scope for channelling that interest into the cause 
SJQSVIEGXMZIćVWX
PEWXQMPIW
Second is the changing nature of work, including 
QSVIĈI\MFPI[SVOMRKEVVERKIQIRXWERHTEVXXMQI
work, which means commuters seem much less 
GSRWXVEMRIHXSVMKMHERHMRĈI\MFPIVSYXMRIWXLEX
were common in earlier decades. This can allow 
them greater opportunity to decide whether to opt 
JSVEQSVIEGXMZIćVWXSVPEWXQMPIHITIRHMRKSR
the demands of a particular day, potentially even at 
short notice. The widespread acceptance of more 
casual work clothing could also be important, since 
this might be better suited to everyday walking  
or cycling. 
Third is technological innovation in the transport 
sector. This includes ride-hailing apps, car clubs 
(and forthcoming developments in autonomous 
vehicles) which can provide further opportunity for 
people to choose different travel modes each day, 
for each segment of the commute (e.g. walk from 
home to station, but drive from station to home), 
even at a moments notice. This contrasts with the 
VIPEXMZIMRĈI\MFMPMX]SJXVEHMXMSREPGEVS[RIVWLMT
where cars must be picked up from places they 
were parked, for example.
Electric bikes (ebikes) and scooters are another 
recent technological development. These tend 
XSFIEWWSGMEXIH[MXLQER]SJXLIWEQIFIRIćXW
reviewed in section 3 that would be expected 
from a switch from car travel to more traditional 
active modes. But crucially, because they make 
it easier to cycle in hilly areas, or over longer 
distances, they could be attractive for commuters 
accessing public transport from areas where more 
EGXMZIćVWX
PEWXQMPIW[SYPHRSXRSVQEPP]FI
considered feasible (e.g. rural areas located some 
distance from railway stations, or modern housing 
developments which are often situated on the 
edges of towns).
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STRONG LEADERSHIP & 
INTEGRATED WORKING  
IS NEEDED
It is clear that substantial increases in walking, 
cycling and running as part of public transport 
commutes would require strong leadership and a 
substantial and concerted effort amongst multiple 
stakeholders. These include local authorities, 
multiple Government departments and agencies 
and public transport operators. Researchers 
also have a role in evaluating interventions to 
TVSQSXIQSVIEGXMZIćVWX
PEWXQMPIWMRSVHIVXS
build a stronger evidence base and provide better 
guidance for policy makers.
Central Government must provide the leadership, 
funding and commitment to support active travel 
and public transport. The Government’s 2017 
cycling and walking strategy, for example, states 
an ambition to “transform our country’s attitude 
to walking and cycling, positioning England as a 
global-leader and inspiration around the world.”?A
Local authorities must ensure that walking, cycling 
and running is prioritised as part of local authority 
transport plans. Local authorities have a critical 
VSPIMRXLIHIPMZIV]SJQSVIEGXMZIćVWX
PEWX
miles since they hold the jurisdiction, funding and 
responsibility for many crucial and overlapping 
policy areas, including local transport policy, urban 
planning, roads, housing and public health. 
This organisational arrangement ought to lend 
itself to the joined-up approach that would be 
necessary to successfully encourage higher 
levels of physical activity beyond the traditional 
organisational boundaries of the health care sector. 
Public transport operators must examine the role 
XLI]GERTPE]MRIRGSYVEKMRKQSVIEGXMZIćVWX

PEWXQMPIWERHMRIRLERGMRKXLIćVWX
PEWXQMPI
experience. As described in Section 4, this can 
include the provision of information about different 
options, as well as working with local authorities 
and other stakeholders to invest more in better 
facilities for active travel.
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about how Go-Ahead and its partners are 
helping to shape the future of travel, please 
use these useful contacts who will be 
happy to connect with you.
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